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Abstracts. A method for the group classification of differential equations is proposed. It is based on the determination of all possible
cases of linear dependence of certain indeterminates appearing in the determining equations of symmetries of the equation. The
method is simple and systematic and applied to a family of hyperbolic equations. Moreover, as the given family contains several
known equations with important physical applications, low-order conservation laws of some relevant equations from the family
are computed, and the results obtained are discussed with regard to the symmetry integrability of a particular class from the
underlying family of hyperbolic equations.

1. Introduction

The group classification of differential equations, which con-
sists in determining all symmetry classes admitted by an
equation according to the values of the parameters or arbi-
trary functions labelling the given family of differential equa-
tions, has been carried out in the literature mostly in a more
or less ad hoc manner [1–7]. This has resulted, as pointed out
in [7], in a number of revised classification results published
in the literature being wrong. Attempts to find a somewhat
systematic method for this classification problem has, how-
ever, been made. This includes the well-known algebraic
method which can be traced back to Lie’s work on symmetry
algebras of ordinary differential equations (ODEs), and
which has been upgraded or applied in several papers [2, 4,
8–11]. Another classification method that has emerged in
recent years, often called furcate splitting, originated in
[12], and its refinements and generalizations have been
applied in other papers (see [13–15] and the references
therein). Other methods suggested in the literature tend to
be variants of the direct method, or adapted to a specific type
of equations such as the one proposed for linear pdes in [6].

Some of the suggested methods still require, in general, a
considerable amount of computations and analysis even for

simpler cases of equations, or they are limited by the reduced
scope of their applicability. For instance, the algebraic
method can only be carried out when any symmetry algebra
of the given family of nonlinear equations falls, in general,
within the existing classification of the low-dimensional Lie
algebras, in addition to other conditions. It should also be
noted that the algebraic method can be complemented with
other methods as done in [14, 16, 17].

In this paper, we propose a new and systematic method
for the group classification of differential equations. It is
based on the determination of all possible cases of linear
dependence of certain indeterminates appearing in the
determining equations for the Lie point symmetry algebra
of the given family of equations. The method is presented
through its application to the family of scalar hyperbolic
equations

uxy = F π1u + π2uxð Þ, ð1Þ

labelled by the arbitrary function F = Fðπ1u + π2uxÞ, where
u = uðx, yÞ and π1, π2 are scalars. Moreover, a variable in a
subscript denotes a partial derivative with respect to the
variable, so that ux = ∂u/∂x, uy = ∂u/∂y, uxy = ∂2u/ð∂x∂yÞ,
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and so on. This systematic method turns out to be simple,
algorithmic, and yields a relatively fast classification of the
family (1) of equations.

Given that the family (1) contains several well-known
equations with important physical applications, including
amongst others Liouville’s equation [18–20] and the sine-
Gordon equation, low-order conservation laws of a number
of relevant equations from this family are computed using
the direct method [21–24] or some other methods [25].
Indeed, the sine-Gordon equation occurs for instance in the
study of surfaces of constant negative curvature as well as
in the study of crystal dislocations, and its solutions possess
some soliton properties [26, 27]. Liouville’s equation on the
other hand appears in the study of isothermal coordinates
in classical mechanics and statistical physics [28]. More gen-
erally, as pointed out in [29], hyperbolic equations describe a
large and important collection of phenomena. This includes
aerodynamic, fluid, and atmospheric flows, amongst others.
Moreover, their solutions tend to be more complex and more
interesting than those of their parabolic or hyperbolic coun-
terparts [29].

Some of our computations of conservation laws corre-
spond to the case of arbitrary labelling functions of subclasses
of (1). Although some of the conservation laws found are
finite in number, they are infinite for other equations, and
the connection between such equations and their symmetry
integrability is discussed. It will naturally be assumed that F
is a nonconstant function.

2. Equivalence Group

In order to ease the classification problem of (1), as usual, we
shall make use of its group of equivalence transformations.
The complete determination of this group is summarized in
the following result.

Theorem 1. The group of equivalence transformations of (1) is
given as follows, where w =wðt, zÞ is the new dependent
variable.

Case 1. π2 = 0. The equation reduces in this case to

uxy = F uð Þ, ð2aÞ

and the invertible point transformations are given by

x = at + b,
y = cz + d,
u = rw + s,

ð2bÞ

or

x = az + b,
y = ct + d,
u = rw + s,

ð2cÞ

for some arbitrary constants a, b, c, d, r, s, with acr ≠ 0. The
corresponding transformed equation has the following expres-
sion:

wtz =H wð Þ, ð2dÞ

where H = ðac/rÞFðrw + sÞ.

Case 2. π1 = 0. The equation reduces in this case to

uxy = F uxð Þ, ð3aÞ

and the transformations are given by

x = at + b,
y = cz + d,
u = t + S zð Þ + rw,

ð3bÞ

for some arbitrary constants a, b, c, d, q, r, with acr ≠ 0, and
arbitrary function S = SðzÞ. The corresponding transformed
equation has the following expression:

wtz =H wtð Þ, ð3cÞ

where H = ðac/rÞFððq/aÞ + ðr/aÞwtÞ.

Case 3. π1π2 ≠ 0. The equivalence transformations are given
by

x = at + b,
y = cz + d,

u = q
π1

+ pe− aπ1tð Þ/π2 + rw,
ð4aÞ

for some arbitrary constants a, b, c, d, q, p, r, with acr ≠ 0. The
corresponding transformed equation has the following expres-
sion:

wtz =H wtð Þ, ð4bÞ

where H = ðac/rÞFðq + π1rw + ðπ2r/aÞwtÞ:

Proof. The three cases outlined in the statement of the theo-
rem clearly exhaust all possibilities for the nonconstant func-
tion F: To establish the stated result in Case 1, we subject (2a)
to the most general invertible point transformation:

x = σ t, z,wð Þ,
y = τ t, z,wð Þ,
u = ρ t, z,wð Þ,

ð5Þ

and request that the resulting transformed equation be of the
form (2d) for some arbitrary function H.

In an expression that depends polynomially on a depen-
dent variable and its derivatives, let us assign to each mono-
mial a weight equal to the total order of derivatives in the
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monomial. In this way, wtz and wtwzz for instance have a
weight of two and three, respectively. It turns out that the
transformed version of (2a) under (5) will conserve its max-
imal weight as it should if and only if σw = τw = 0: Therefore,
by requesting that the transformed version of (2a) be of the
same form, that is an equation of the form (2d), the resulting
constraints on the functions σ, τ, and ρ reduce the admissible
transformations of x, y, and u precisely to (2b) or (2c), and
the transformed equation to (2d) with the specified expres-
sion for H: The proof is similar for Case 2 and Case 3. This
completes the proof. ☐

Due to the properties of invertible point transformations,
it is clear that in Theorem 1, the functions F in the original
equation and H in its transformed version are related by an
equivalence relation. Such an equivalence relation will be
denoted F ~H. In particular, in Case 3, where π1π2 ≠ 0, we
may assume that F = Fðu + uxÞ in (1).

3. Lie Group Classification

The group classification of (1) will be performed under point
transformations. We denote by v = ξ∂x + η∂y + ϕ∂u, a generic
symmetry vector of (1), where ξ, η, and ϕ are functions of x, y,
and u: By generic symmetry vector of (1), we mean a linear
combination of all symmetry generators of (1).

The determining equations for the symmetries of (1)
whose expression is omitted here show that the conditions

ξu = ξy = ηu = ηx = ϕuu = ϕxu = 0, ð6aÞ

should hold. Consequently,

ξ = ξ xð Þ,
η = η yð Þ,
ϕ = gu + h,

ð6bÞ

for some functions g = gðyÞ and h = hðx, yÞ: The remaining
part of the determining equations reduces to the classifying
equation:

0 = −gπ1uF ′ − F ′ hπ1 + π2hxð Þ + F g − ηy − ξx
� �

+ ux gy + π2F ′ −g + ξxð Þ
h i

+ hxy,
ð7Þ

where here and in the sequel, the notation f ′ denotes the
derivative of the function f of a single variable with respect
to its argument.

Our general procedure for the group classification prob-
lem goes as follows. In each term of (7), we consider as inde-
terminate in a polynomial expression those factors involving
only functions of u and its derivatives. In this way the vanish-
ing coefficients of the polynomial expression can be unam-
biguously determined if we know exactly which of the
indeterminates are nontrivially linearly dependent and which
ones are not. Here, a nontrivial linear dependence is one for

which all coefficients in the corresponding vanishing linear
combination are nonzero.

When the expression of the determining equations can
take the form of a polynomial equation in which the indeter-
minate involves the labelling parameters (of the family of
equations) having as arguments variables which are by them-
selves indeterminate for the same determining equations,
extensions of the principal algebra will occur if and only if
one or more indeterminates are linearly dependent. The lin-
ear dependence of a single indeterminate will indeed be
reduced simply to its vanishing.

Therefore, once the principal algebra has been deter-
mined in the usual way by treating all labelling parameters
as arbitrary, to find any of its extension, we look for all possi-
ble nontrivially linearly dependent indeterminates. Each lin-
ear dependence of an indeterminate will generally reduce the
degree of freedom of the labelling parameter, and its new
value thus obtained will be inserted in the determining equa-
tions and either yield a complete determination of the corre-
sponding symmetry algebra, or a recursive application of the
process which will always end up giving a completely deter-
mined value of the parameters. In this way the complete list
of nonequivalent symmetry classes of the equation is found.

To determine all possible sets of linearly dependent inde-
terminates, we consider all possible subsets of m indetermi-
nates, where 2 ≤m ≤ n, assuming that there is a total of n
indeterminates in the (single scalar) classifying equations.
For each such subset of indeterminates, the linear depen-
dence will be determined either by the direct vanishing of
the linear combination of the m indeterminate or equiva-
lently by the vanishing of their Wronskian, as the labelling
parameter functions are assumed to be smooth. In other

words, for each value of m, there will be at most
n

m

 !
= n!

/½ðn −mÞ!m!� valid determining equations for the labelling
parameters. As for the possible vanishing of a single indeter-
minate, this will usually be checked by mere inspection, and
corresponds indeed to having m = 1.

Given the conditions on the function F in (1), we will
treat separately three cases.

3.1. Case 1: F = FðuÞ. This case amounts to having π2 = 0 in
(1). Updating (7) with this expression for F shows that
gy = 0must hold. Hence, g = Amust be a constant. With this
value of g, (7) reduces to

−Fuh − uFuA + F A − ηy − ξx
� �

+ hxy = 0: ð8Þ

As a consequence of Theorem 1, in the determination of
the group classification of (2a), one can always replace, in
particular, the function F = FðuÞ by any of its nonzero scalar
multiples, although admissible transformations of F are quite
more general than this.

For the study of equation (8), we first consider the case
where the labelling function F is arbitrary. The vanishing
of the coefficient of Fu then shows that h = A = 0, while the
vanishing of the coefficient of F yields ξx = −ηy:
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Consequently, for F arbitrary, the symmetry algebra of (2a)
is generated by

v = k1x + k2ð Þ∂x + k3 − k1yð Þ∂y, ð9Þ

where here and in the sequel, kj (for j = 1, 2,⋯) represent
arbitrary constants.

Assuming now that F is not arbitrary in (8), the set
S = fFu, uFu, F, 1g of the indeterminate consists precisely
of n = 4 elements, none of which may vanish due to the
assumption on F:

3.1.1. Two Indeterminates Are Linearly Dependent. The
constraints on F determined by the linear dependence of all
possible subsets of 2 elements from S are given by

0 = F2
u,

0 = F2
u − FFuu,

0 = −Fuu,
0 = uF2

u − F Fu + uFuuð Þ,
0 = −Fu − uFuu,
0 = Fu,

ð10Þ

Since by assumption the function F may not assume a
constant value, it follows by inspection that (10) yield invalid
solutions. Other values of F yielding only the symmetry gen-
erator (9) are also to be excluded from the updated list of
solutions of (10). The relevant values of F determined by
(10) and the corresponding generic symmetry generator v
are therefore given as follows. Here and in the sequel, aj
(for j = 1, 2,⋯) are arbitrary constants. Hence, for F ~ eu,
we have

v = ξ xð Þ∂x + η yð Þ∂y − ξx xð Þ + ηy yð Þ
h i

∂u, ð11aÞ

and for F ~ u, we have

v = k1x + k2ð Þ∂x + −k1y + k3ð Þ∂y + k4 u + hð Þ∂u, ð11bÞ

where h is a solution of the original equation (2a), while ξ and
η are arbitrary functions of their arguments.For F ~ ua1 , a1
≠ 1, we have

v = k1x + k2ð Þ∂x + k3y + k4ð Þ∂y −
k1 + k3ð Þu
a1 − 1 ∂u: ð11cÞ

3.1.2. Three Indeterminates Are Linearly Dependent.We now
move on to consider the case where three elements in S are
linearly dependent. The conditions on F imposed by all pos-
sible such sets of three linearly dependent indeterminates are
given as follows:

0 = −F2
uFuu + 2FF2

uu − FFuFuuu,
0 = 2F2

uu − FuFuuu,
0 = F2

uu − FuFuuu,
0 = uF2

uu − Fu Fuu + uFuuuð Þ:

ð12Þ

The change of variables F = ew transforms (12) into

2w2
uu −wuwuuu = 0, ð13Þ

and the latter has the general solution w = b2 ln ðu + b1Þ + b3,
where here and in the sequel, bj (for j = 1, 2) denote arbitrary
constants. Consequently, the general solution of (12) is given
by

F = a3 u + a1ð Þa2 ~ u + a1ð Þa2 ~ ua2 , ð14Þ

and thus, this case coincides with the solved case (11c). The
other equations in (12) are solved in a way more or less sim-
ilar to that for equation (12). However, they yield solutions
such as

F = a2 ln u + a1ð Þ + a3,

or F = a2e
a1u

a1
+ a3,

or F = a2u
a1

a + 1 + a3,

ð15Þ

which are often more general solutions than those found for
m = 2, but which in any case do not yield symmetries other
than those given by (22).

3.1.3. Four Indeterminates Are Linearly Dependent. We now
consider the case where there are four linearly dependent ele-
ments in S: There is only one such possibility consisting of
the whole set S , and the corresponding constraint on F is
given as follows:

F2
uuFuuu − 2FuF

2
uuu + FuFuuFuuuu = 0: ð16Þ

Setting F = Ð GðuÞdu and then G = ewðuÞ reduces (16) to

−2w2
uu +wuwuuu = 0, ð17Þ

so thatw = c3 + c2 ln ðu + c1Þ,G = b3ðu + b1Þb2 , for some arbi-
trary constants cj, bj, where j = 1,⋯, 3. Consequently, for b2
≠ −1, F ~ ðu + a1Þa2 + a3. We note that F is linear in this case
if and only if a2 = 1, in which case F ~ u corresponds to the
already solved case (11b). On the other hand, for a2 ≠ 1 and
a3 = 0,F corresponds to the solved case (14), while for a2 ≠
1, and a3 ≠ 0, F yields the symmetry (9) corresponding to
arbitrary functions.

Similarly, for b2 = −1 in the expression of G = b3
ðu + b1Þb2 , one gets F ~ ln ðu + a1Þ + a2, which as already
seen, also yields a symmetry generator given by (9).
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Theorem 2. Denote by L the symmetry algebra of the hyper-
bolic equation uxy = FðuÞ and by v the generic symmetry vec-
tor in L.

(a) For FðuÞ ~ u, L is infinite dimensional and

v = k1x + k2ð Þ∂x + −k1y + k3ð Þ∂y + k4 u + hð Þ∂u, ð18Þ

where h is a solution of the original equation (2a)

(b) For FðuÞ ~ eu, L is infinite dimensional and

v = ξ xð Þ∂x + η yð Þ∂y − ξx xð Þ + ηy yð Þ
h i

∂u ð19Þ

(c) For FðuÞ ~ ua1 , with a1 ≠ 1, L has dimension 4 and

v = k1x + k2ð Þ∂x + k3y + k4ð Þ∂y −
k1 + k3ð Þu
a1 − 1

∂u ð20Þ

(d) For any other function FðuÞ, L has dimension 3 and

v = k1x + k2ð Þ∂x + k3 − k1yð Þ∂y ð21Þ

The four symmetry classes thus obtained are pairwise non-
equivalent and make up all possible symmetry classes of (2a).

Proof. Statement (a), statement (b), statement (c), and state-
ment (d) as well as the fact that the listed symmetry classes
exhaust all possible symmetry classes of (2a) are just a sum-
mary of the results established immediately before the theo-
rem, and it only remains to show that the stated symmetry
classes are nonequivalent. In view of the different dimensions
of the symmetry classes found, the only problem is to prove
the nonequivalence in the two infinite dimensional cases.
However, this follows from the fact that the corresponding
functions, namely, F = eu and F = u, are clearly nonequiva-
lent under (2b). ☐

3.2. Case 2: F = FðuxÞ. This case amounts to having π1 = 0 in
(1), and the resulting expression of the determining
equations (7) is reduced to the single equation:

ux gy + F g − ηy − ξx
� �

+ uxFux
ξx − gð Þ − Fux

hx + hxy = 0,

ð22Þ

which will be used to classify (6a) and (6b).
When the function F in (22) is arbitrary and correspond-

ingly m = 0, an analysis similar to the one done for the
preceding case F = FðuÞ shows that the generic symmetry is
given by v =V0,1, where

V0,1 = k1x + k2ð Þ∂x + k3∂y + k1u + Pð Þ∂u, ð23Þ

and P = PðyÞ is an arbitrary function. It is a remarkable fact
that the class (3a) of equations has an infinite dimensional
principal symmetry algebra. It might therefore be possible
that this class of equations which by the way are generally
easily integrable, is linearizable by certain types of transfor-
mations, although it clearly follows from Theorem 1 that
(3a) is not linearizable by point transformations.

For the rest of the classification of (3a), we continue with
the application of our method based on the determination of
all possible cases of linearly dependent subsets of m indeter-
minates in (22), with 2 ≤m ≤ n, where in this case n = 5 is the
cardinality of the set S = fux, F, uxFux

, Fux
, 1g of indetermi-

nates. In the set of equations representing the constraints
on F for a particular value of m, only those equations corre-
sponding to new and nonredundant solutions will usually be
represented.

3.2.1. Two Indeterminates Are Linearly Dependent. Form = 2,
the constraints on F are given by

20 = −F + uxFux
,

0 = −Fux
+ uxFuxux

,

0 = ux
2Fuxux

,

0 = −F2
ux
+ FFuxux

,

0 = −uxF
2
ux
+ F Fux

+ uxFuxux

� �
,

0 = −Fux
− uxFuxux

:

ð24Þ

To simplify notation, we will make use of the following
vector fields, where here and in the sequel, unless otherwise
stated, ξ and H are arbitrary functions of x, while g and P
are arbitrary functions of y: Also, S = Sðx, yÞ is a particular
solution of the linear equation ux,y − ux = 0, and α is an arbi-
trary constant.

More precisely, for each value ofm, we denote byVm,j the
jth generic generator, as they consecutively occur, of the sym-
metry class associated with a solution of an ode representing
the condition of linear dependence of m indeterminates.
Therefore, let us set

V2,1 = ξ∂x + k1 + gð Þ∂y + gu + S x, yð Þ½ �∂u,

V2,2 = k5 + k6xð Þ∂x + k2 + y k3 + k4yð Þð Þ∂y
+ k1 + P − k4x + u −k3 + k6 − 2k4yð Þ½ �∂u,

V2,3 = k1 + k2xð Þ∂x +
2k5 − k4 cos 2yð Þ + k3 sin 2yð Þ

2 ∂y

+ P + k2u − k3u + k4xð Þ cos 2yð Þ + −k4u + k3xð Þ sin 2yð Þ½ �∂u,

V2,4 = k3 + k4xð Þ∂x + k1 + k2yð Þ∂y + P + u k4 +
k2

1 − α

� �� 	
∂u,
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V2,5 = k2 + k3xð Þ∂x + k1 − k5yð Þ∂y + k4 + P + k3u + k5xð Þ∂u:
ð25Þ

The solutions F of (24) represented by their canonical
forms under (3b) and the corresponding generic symmetry
vector v are given as follows:

2F ~ ux,
v = V2,1,
F ~ ux

2,
v = V2,2,

F ~ ux
2 + α ~ ux

2 + 1,  α ≠ 0ð Þ,
v = V2,3,

F ~ ux
α,  α ∉ 1, 2f gð Þ,

v = V2,4,
F ~ eux ,
v =V2,5:

ð26Þ

3.2.2. Three Indeterminates Are Linearly Dependent. In order
to write down more concisely the set of conditions on F
corresponding tom = 3, we set ux = ν. The equations are then
given by

0 = Fννν,
0 = −F2

νν + FνFννν,
0 = −F2

νFνν + 2FF2
νν − FFνFννν,

0 = −νF2
νν − FFννν + Fν Fνν + νFνννð Þ,

0 = −F 2Fνν + νFνννð Þ + ν −νF2
νν + Fν 2Fνν + νFνννð Þ� �

:

ð27Þ

In view of the equivalence transformations (2b) and the
linear case already treated, one may consider that the solu-
tion F of (27) satisfies F ~ u2x + βux + α. It turns out that F
~ u2x when β2 − 4α = 0, and F ~ u2x + 1 if otherwise. Since
these two cases already appear in (26), it then follows that
(27) does not yield any new result.

The general solution F of (27) satisfies F ~ eux + β, and
for β = 0, the corresponding symmetry is given by (26), while
for β ≠ 0, F ~ eux + 1 and the corresponding symmetry is
given by v =V3,1, where

V3,1 = k1 + k2xð Þ∂x + k4 − k3e
−yð Þ∂y + P yð Þ + k2u − k3xe

−yð Þ∂u: ð28Þ

The next equation to consider from (27) is (27) which is
up to a renaming of the unknown function’s argument the
same as (12) already solved and whose solution satisfies
F ~ ðα + uxÞβ. The symmetries corresponding to the solution
F are given as follows for α ≠ 0, the case α = 0 being already
solved in (26).

2F ~ u2x,:
v =V2,2,

F ~ uβx ,  β ∉ 1, 2f gð Þ,
v =V2,4,

ð29Þ

whereV2,2 andV2,4 are the symmetries already found in (26).
Hence (27) does not yield any new result either.

Up to this point, the constraints on F resulting from the
condition of linear dependence of indeterminates have been
expressed typically as mth order odes, and we have luckily
been able to solve all such odes. However, some of them, such
as (27), are hard to solve and we have to resort to the more
direct method of expressing the condition of linear depen-
dence as the vanishing of a linear combination of the indeter-
minate with some arbitrary constant coefficient. In that way
all such constraints turn out in this instance to be mere linear
first order odes. The drawback with this method lies in the
rigidity of arbitrary constants in the resulting general solu-
tions which albeit straightforward to find, are somewhat
much harder to reduce to a simpler and suitable form. This
is due to the fact that the coefficients in the linear combina-
tion are in fact also arbitrary parameters of the required
solution.

For equation (27), the corresponding vanishing of the
linear combination of indeterminate takes the form

0 = αux + βF + σFux
, ð30aÞ

with solution

F = δe− βux/σð Þ − α
−σ + βuxð Þ

β2 , ð30bÞ

where the constant of integration δ together with the
coefficient α, β, and τ are to be considered as arbitrary
parameters in the solution (30b). With a bit of manipulation,
the latter solution can be put into the form

F = λ 1 + βuxð Þ + σeβux , ð31Þ

where the parameters β, σ, and λ are different from those in
(30b). In fact, the renaming of parameters in a transformed
expression to those appearing in the original expression will
often be assumed in the sequel. Applying now the equiva-
lence relation (3c) to the latter expression for F reduces it
to the form F ~ βeu + u for some new arbitrary constant β:
Finally inserting the latter expression for F into the deter-
mining equations (22) and solving shows that the only
existing symmetries for equation (27) are those for F arbi-
trary and given by (23).

The symmetries corresponding to the third order ODE
(27) are found with the same procedure as above for (27).
The linear dependence constraints on F takes the form

0 = αux + βF + σuxFux
, ð32aÞ
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with the solution

F = δ u− β/σð Þ
x −

α ux
β + σ

, ð32bÞ

Thanks to the equivalence relation (3c), one has F ~ ux
+ uβx , and substituting the latter expression into (22) gives
rise to two relevant cases to consider, namely, the case β = 2
for which F ~ u2x + 1 correspond to a case already solved,
and the more general case given as follows together with its
corresponding generic symmetry.

2F ~ uβx + ux,  β ∉ 1, 2f gð Þ,
v =V3,2,

ð33Þ

where

V3,2 = k1 + k2xð Þ∂x + k4 +
k3e

y 1−βð Þ

1 − β

� 	
∂y + k2 +

k3e
y 1−βð Þ

1 − β
u

� 	
∂u:

ð34aÞ

3.2.3. Four Indeterminates Are Linearly Dependent. Assum-
ing now that m = 4 of the indeterminate in (22) are linearly
dependent gives rise to a maximum of four possible condi-
tions on the function F, only two of which yield meaningful
solutions and are given as follows:

0 = −F2
νFνν + 2FF2

νν − FFνFννν,
0 = −νF2

ννFννν − 3FF2
ννν + 2FFννFνννν + Fν

� 2νF2
ννν + Fνν Fννν − νFννννð Þ� �

:

ð35Þ

Equation (35) is just equation (16) whose general solu-
tion in terms of ux satisfies F ~ uαx + β. In view of the preced-
ing cases, we have to assume β ≠ 0, and hence, the resulting
relevant cases are given by F ~ uαx + β (arbitrary), and F ~
u3x + β which all yield no new symmetries apart from the
one given by (23). The other relevant case is F ~ u2x + β ~ u2x
+ 1 which is also an already solved case. In other words,
equation (35) yields no new symmetries.

On the other hand, Equation (35) has general solution:

F = λ τ + uxð Þβ + α τ + βuxð Þ
β − 1 , ð36aÞ

and by (3c), one has

F ~ δuβx + ux + α α, β, δ ≠ 0ð Þ: ð36bÞ

In view of the preceding results, the latter value for F, and
hence Equation (35), yields no new symmetries.

3.2.4. Five Indeterminates Are Linearly Dependent. For the
last case in (22) where there are five linearly dependent
indeterminates in ux, the corresponding single equation is
given by

0 = −F2
νννFνννν + 2FννF

2
νννν − FννFνννFννννν: ð37Þ

Setting F = Ð Ð GðνÞdνdν, and then G = ewðνÞ reduces
(37) to the simpler equation 2w2

νν −wνwννν = 0, whose
solution is w = β ln ðα + νÞ + δ: However, none of the corre-
sponding solutions of the original equation (37) yields a new
symmetry.

Theorem 3. For the hyperbolic equation uxy = FðuxÞ, the list
of all possible nonequivalent values of F = FðuxÞ yielding,
under point transformations, nonequivalent symmetry alge-
bras with generic vectors v are given by Tables 1 and 2, and
consists of a total of eight nonequivalent symmetry classes.

Proof. The fact that Tables 1 and 2 list all possible nonequiv-
alent or distinct values of F and the corresponding symmetry
algebras follows from the discussion carried out in Section
3.2. The simplification of the canonical form of each function
F listed in the table naturally follows from (3c). However, it
remains to be ascertained if all functions in these lists are
pairwise nonequivalent. This also follows by a straightfor-
ward application (3c). This completes the proof. ☐

It should be noted that by using a simple symmetry argu-
ment based on the structure of the resulting equation uxy =
FðuxÞ with respect to the variables x and y, the results from
this section implicitly include those corresponding to the case
F = FðuyÞ.
3.3. Case 3: F = Fðu + uxÞ. As already noted, in view of (1),
this case corresponds to having π1π2 ≠ 0 in (1). The corre-
sponding determining equation (7) then reduces to

0 = −guF ′ − F ′ h + hxð Þ + F g − ηy − ξx
� �

+ ux gy + F ′ −g + ξxð Þ
h i

+ hxy:
ð38Þ

When F is arbitrary in (38), it readily follows that the
functions ξ, η, and ϕ from (6a) and (6b) are given by ξ = k1,
η = k2, and ϕ = e−xk3, for some arbitrary constants k1, k2,
and k3. In other words, the principal algebra has a generic
vector:

v = k1∂x + k2∂y + k3 e
−x∂u: ð39Þ

Given that in (38) F is a function of ϑ = u + ux while (38)
itself depends explicitly on u and ux, in order to apply our
classification procedure for the extension of the principal
algebra to (38), it is more appropriate to first transform the
whole of (1) under the new dependent variable:

ϑ = u + ux, ð40aÞ

which turns out to be invertible, within verse

u = ϑ−
ð
F ϑð Þdy, ð40bÞ
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and rather apply the classification procedure for the determi-
nation of all admissible functions F to the resulting trans-
formed equation. Indeed, since (40a) and (40b) is
invertible, there is a one-to-one correspondence between
any function F associated with (1) and a function F associ-
ated with the transformed version of (1) under (40a) and
(40b) whose explicit expression takes the form

ϑxy = F ϑð Þ + ϑxF ′ ϑð Þ: ð41Þ

Denoting by w = μ∂x + ν∂y + ψ∂ϑ the generic symmetry
generator in the symmetry algebra of (41), the associated
determining equations show that

μ = μ xð Þ,
ν = ν yð Þ,
ζ = ζ yð Þϑ + ω x, yð Þ,

ð42Þ

for some arbitrary functions ζ and ω:Moreover, the remain-
ing determining equations take the form

0 = ζy − F ′νy − ωF″ − ζϑF″,

0 = ζy − F ′ ω + ωx + νy
� �

+ F ζ − νyξx
� �

− ωF″ − ζϑ F ′ + F″
� �

+ ωx,y:

ð43Þ

As far as the determination of an indeterminate in (43) is
concerned, only equation (43) may be considered, as it con-
tains all the indeterminate in (43). Hence, the list of indeter-
minates for (41) is given by

ℓ = 1, F, F ′, F″, ϑ F ′ + F″
� �n o

: ð44Þ

The admissible functions corresponding to this list and
extending the principal algebra of (41) are by construction
the same as those extending the principal algebra of the orig-
inal equation

Table 1: Nonequivalent symmetry classes for uxy = FðuxÞ: first four classes. The kj are the free parameters of the symmetry group. The
functions ξ = ξðxÞ, H =HðxÞ, P = PðyÞ, g = gðyÞ are arbitrary while S = Sðx, yÞ is a particular solution of the linear equation uxy = ux and α,
β, σ, and δ are free parameters defining the function F.

Numbering Canonical function Fj and generic symmetry vector v j, for j = 1,⋯, 4
F1 ux

v1 ξ∂x + k1 + gð Þ∂y + gu + S x, yð Þ½ �∂u
F2 u2x

v2 k5 + k6xð Þ∂x + k2 + y k3 + k4yð Þð Þ∂y + k1 + P − k4x + u −k3 + k6 − 2k4yð Þ½ �∂u
F3 u2x + 1

v3 k1 + k2xð Þ∂x +
2k5 − k4 cos 2yð Þ + k3 sin 2yð Þ

2 ∂y + P + k2u − k3u + k4xð Þ cos 2yð Þ + −k4u + k3xð Þ sin 2yð Þ½ �∂u
F4 uαx , α ∉ 1, 2f g

v4 k3 + k4xð Þ∂x + k1 + k2yð Þ∂y + P + u k4 +
k2

1 − α

� �� 	
∂u

Table 2: Nonequivalent symmetry classes for uxy = FðuxÞ: last four classes. The kj are the free parameters of the symmetry group. The
functions ξ = ξðxÞ, H =HðxÞ, P = PðyÞ, g = gðyÞ are arbitrary, while S = Sðx, yÞ is a particular solution of the linear equation uxy = ux and α

, β, σ, and δ are free parameters defining the function F.

Numbering Canonical function (Fj) and generic symmetry vector (v j)
F5 eux

v5 k2 + k3xð Þ∂x + k1 − k5yð Þ∂y + k4 + P + k3u + k5xð Þ∂u
F6 eux + 1
v6 k1 + k2xð Þ∂x + k4 − k3e

−yð Þ∂y + P yð Þ + k2u − k3xe
−yð Þ∂u

F7 uβx + ux , β ∉ 1, 2f gð Þ
v7 k1 + k2xð Þ∂x + k4 + k3/1 − βð Þey 1−βð Þ

h i
∂y + P + k2 + k3/1 − βð Þey 1−βð Þu

h i
∂u

F8 F is arbitrary

v8 k1x + k2ð Þ∂x + k3∂y + k1u + Pð Þ∂u
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uxy = F u + uxð Þ: ð45Þ

Finding these admissible functions the usual way as in
Subsections 3.1 and 3.2 yield the following complete classifi-
cation of (45).

Theorem 4. Denote by L the symmetry algebra of the hyper-
bolic equation (45), which is equivalent under (4a) to uxy =
Fðπ1u + π2uxÞ with π1π2 ≠ 0, and denote by v the generic
symmetry vector in L.

(a) For Fðu + uxÞ ~ u + ux, L is infinite dimensional and

v = k2 − k4xð Þ∂x + k1 + k4yð Þ∂y + S x, yð Þ + k3 + k4yð Þu½ �∂u,
ð46Þ

where Sðx, yÞ is any solution of the linear equation uxy = u +
ux

(b) For Fðu + uxÞ ~ eu+ux , L is infinite dimensional and

v = k1∂x + η yð Þ∂y + k2e
−x − ηy yð Þ

h i
∂u ð47Þ

(c) For Fðu + uxÞ ~ ðu + uxÞα, with α ≠ 1, L has dimension
4 and

v = k1∂x + k2 + k3yð Þ∂y + k4e
−x + k3u

1 − α

� �
∂u ð48Þ

(d) For any other function Fðu + uxÞ, L has dimension 3
and

v = k1∂x + k2∂y + k3e
−x∂u ð49Þ

The four symmetry classes thus obtained are pairwise
nonequivalent and make up all possible symmetry classes of
(45).

Proof. The proof is similar to that given for Theorem 2 and
Theorem 3, and the details are omitted. ☐

4. Conservation Laws

As discussed in Section 1, the many physical applications
associated with several equations of the form (1) motivates
the study in this section of conservation laws of this class of
equations. Let us recall that a conservation law of (1) is a
divergence expression:

DivΘ ≡DxΦ +DyΨ = 0, Θ =Θ u½ � = Φ,Ψð Þ = Φ u½ �,Ψ u½ �ð Þ,
ð50Þ

that vanishes on the solution space of (1), where Dx and Dy

are the usual total differential operators acting on the jet
space of the underlying space X ×Uℝ3 of independent vari-
ables ðx, yÞ ∈ X and dependent variable u ∈U . Moreover, the
notation f = f ½u� denotes a differential function of u, that is, a
function depending on x, y, and u and the derivatives of u up
to an arbitrary but fixed order. The vector Θ = ðΦ,ΨÞ is then
called a conserved current, and may also be called a flux vec-
tor, as we shall do.

Conservation laws are also determined up to an equiv-
alence class, whereby two conservation laws are termed
equivalent if they differ by a trivial conservation law, that
is, by one which vanishes for all smooth functions u = uðx
, yÞ and not only on the solution space of (1). Such trivial
conservation laws are said to be of the second kind as
opposed to trivial conservation laws of the first kind in
which the function Θ itself, in (50), vanishes on all solu-
tions of the equation [21]. Trivial conservation laws of the
first kind will be eliminated by the choice of derivatives
appearing as arguments in Θ:

To each conservation law (50), there corresponds a mul-
tiplier Q =Q½u� given by

Q · Δ =DxΦ u½ � +DyΨ u½ � = 0, Δ ≡ uxy − F uuxð Þ, ð51Þ

and two multipliers are equivalent if they differ by a trivial
multiplier, that is, by one which vanishes itself on the solu-
tion space of the equation. For normal and totally nondegen-
erate equations of the form (1), there is a one-to-one
correspondence between equivalent classes of multipliers
and equivalent classes of conservation laws.

For Lagrangian equations, every characteristic of a varia-
tional symmetry is a multiplier and can be uniquely identified
with a conservation law. However, Lagrangian equations
constitute a very restricted type of equation and for more
general equations for which the concept of variational sym-
metry in particular does not apply, multipliers are found as
generalized integrating factors. That is, as factors Q =Q½u�
for which the product Q · Δ is a total divergence expression,
and hence, a null Lagrangian.

Our search for conservation laws will be focussed on
those of low order, as physically relevant properties such as
energy, mass-energy, and momentum conservation are
always associated with these low-order conservation laws.
In mathematical terms, these are conservation laws for which
every derivative of a dependent variable in the equation can
be obtained by differentiating with respect to some indepen-
dent variable a similar derivative in the expression of the
multiplier.

Conservation laws of (1) with F = FðuÞ are given for arbi-
trary values of F in [30], although [30] does not make any
reference to the corresponding multiplier. It is indeed possi-
ble to find a specific flux vector Θ directly, albeit generally
more intricate, by solving (50) on the solution surface of
the equation. We complement the result of [30] by finding
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the multiplier Q which is to be sought in the form Q =Qðx,
y, uxÞ or Qðx, y, uyÞ. In view of obvious symmetry consider-
ations associated with the structure of (1), it is enough to
search for Q =Qðx, y, uxÞ. The determining equations for
the function Q are as follows:

Qu = 0,
Qyux

+ FQuxux
= 0,

FuQux
ux −QFu − FQu + FuxQuux

+Qxy + FQxux
+ uxQyu = 0,

ð52Þ

with solutionQ = αux, for a certain constant parameter α,
which we may assume to be equal to 1 thanks to the linearity
of the Euler Operator. Indeed, Q is determined by the condi-
tion EuðQ · ΔÞ = 0, where Eu is the Euler Operator with
respect to u: The corresponding determining equations for
the flux vector Θ = ðΦ,ΨÞ takes the form

0 =Φuxx
,

Φuyy
= 0,

Ψuxx
= 0,

Ψuyy
= 0,

0 = ux −Φuy
−Ψux

,

0 = ux −F −Φuð Þ − uxxΦux
−Φx − uyΨu − uyyΨuy

−Ψy:

ð53Þ

The latter determining equation has the following solu-
tion:

Θ = −F+
ð
Ry du + uyR + Z, u

2
x

2 −
ð
Zx dy−

ð
Rx du + P − uxR

� �
,

ð54Þ

where R = Rðx, y, uÞ, Z = Zðx, yÞ, and P = PðxÞ are arbitrary
functions. It turns out that this flux vector contains as a term
a trivial flux, that is, one corresponding to a trivial conserva-
tion law, namely, the term

ð
Rydu + uyR + Z,−

ð
Zxdy−

ð
Rxdu + P − uxR

� �
: ð55Þ

Using the symmetry argument related to the structure of
(1) together with the above results show that the multipliers
Q and corresponding conservation laws of (1) are given for
F arbitrary by

2Q = ux,

0 =Dx −F uð Þ½ � +Dy
u2x
2

� �
,

Q = uy,

0 =Dx

u2y
2

 !
+Dy −F uð Þ½ �:

ð56Þ

We shall make use of the same procedure used thus far in
this section to find the conservation laws of other relevant
equations of the form (1). In this way, the next equation from
the class (1) with F = FðuÞ which we consider is the Liouville
equation:

uxy = eu: ð57Þ

Although the conservation laws of (57), which is a well-
studied equation [19, 20, 28] are likely to have been com-
puted, we find it interesting to gather all such results in a
single short paper. After calculations, the multipliers Q and
corresponding conservations laws for (57) are given as
follows:

Q = px + pux,

0 =Dx −eup + pxuy

 �

+Dy −upxx +
1
2

� �
pu2x

� 	
,

Q = qy + quy,

0 =Dx −uqyy +
1
2

� �
qu2y

� 	
+Dy −euq + qyux

h i
,

ð58Þ

where p = pðxÞ and q = qðyÞ are arbitrary functions. This
shows in particular that (57) has infinitely many conserva-
tion laws of low order. It has in fact been proved, that (58)
is symmetry integrable, that is, it has an infinite series of gen-
eralized symmetries of arbitrary orders. Moreover [31], all
symmetry integrable equations of the form (2a) are given
up to scalings and shifts by functions F = FðuÞ satisfying

F uð Þ = eu,
F uð Þ = eu + e−u,

or F uð Þ = eu + e−2u:

ð59Þ

Similar integrability properties might also hold for equa-
tion (1) with F = eu+ux , given that not only such an equation is
similar by its type to (2a), but it also satisfies by Theorem 4, in
the same way as (2a) does, the remarkable property of having
a symmetry algebra of infinite dimension.

We now let FðuÞ = u2 + 1 in (2a)–(2d), so that the result-
ing equation takes the form

uxy = u2 + 1: ð60Þ
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One sees that low-order multipliers are linear combina-
tions of ux and uy. Letting the multiplier Q = ux, the corre-
sponding flux vector has the following expression:

Θ = B − u −
u3

3 + Auy+
ð
Aydu, C − Aux +

u2x
2 −

ð
Bxdy−

ð
Axdu

� �
,

ð61Þ

where A = Aðx, y, uÞ, B = Bðx, yÞ, and C = CðxÞ are arbitrary
functions of their arguments. The pure flux vector associated
with the multiplier Q = ux, that is, the one deprived of any
trivial flux vector is, however, given by

Θ = −u −
u3

3 , u
2
x

2

� �
: ð62Þ

In other words, the aggregate of arbitrary functions in
(61) only yields a trivial flux vector. These results and the
symmetrical structure of (2a)–(2d) with respect to the vari-
ables x and y show that all multipliers and corresponding
conservation laws of (60) are given by

2Q = ux,

0 =Dx
−u − u3

3

� �
+Dy

u2x
2

� �
,

Q = uy,

0 =Dx

u2y
2

 !
+Dy

−u − u3

3

� �
:

ð63Þ

In particular, (60) has only two conservation laws of low
order.

For the counterpart (3a)–(3c) of (2a)–(2d) for which F
= FðuxÞ so that the equation reduces to uxy = FðuxÞ, no gen-
eral result of a similar nature concerning the symmetry inte-
grability of this equation seems to be available. To begin with,
for arbitrary values of F, (3a) has only trivial multipliers and
hence trivial conservation laws. Nevertheless, it turns out that
for the particular case FðuxÞ = u2x, the corresponding
equation

uxy = u2x, ð64Þ

also has an infinity of conservation laws of low order.
Indeed, using our usual procedure described above, the

general expression for the multiplier Q of low-order conser-
vation laws of (64) takes the form

Q = T z, yð Þ + x
z2
V x,− 1 + zy

z

� �
, z = ux , ð65aÞ

where V is an arbitrary function of its arguments, and T =
Tðz, yÞ is a solution of the second order linear hyperbolic
equation

0 = 2T + 4zTz + z2Tz,z + Tzy: ð65bÞ

Although a general solution of (65b) is not available, we
can find its particular solutions, and this will be enough to
verify this claim. A practical and relatively simple way to
obtain these particular solutions is to use the similarity
reduction method yielding group-invariant solutions [21,
32–34] (see also [35, 36] for more recent applications of this
reduction technique). In addition to the solution symmetry
ζ∂T , where ζ = ζðy, zÞ is any given solution of (65b), the other
symmetries of this equation are given by

2v1 = T∂T ,
v2 = −z∂z + y∂y,

v3 = −2yz − 1ð Þ∂z + y2∂y + 2Ty∂T ,
v4 = ∂z:

ð66Þ

Group-invariant solutions T1, T2, and T3 associated with
the above symmetries v1, v2, and v3 of (65b) and the corre-
sponding multipliers Q1, Q2, and Q3 of (64) are given by

2T1 =
β1
4u2x

−
α1
2ux

,

Q1 = T1 +
x
u2x

V ,

T2 =
α2

1 + yuxð Þ2 + β2 yux + ln yuxð Þð Þ
1 + yuxð Þ2 ,

Q2 = T2 +
x
u2x

V ,

T3 =
α3 − y − y2ux
β3 1 + yuxð Þ2 ,

Q3 = T3 +
x
u2x

V ,

ð67Þ

where ux = z, the αj and βj are arbitrary constants for j = 1,
2, 3, and the arbitrary function V is given by (65a). Finally,
the flux vectors Θj = ðΦj,ΨjÞ corresponding to the multi-
pliers Qj are given by

Θ1 =
α1u
2 −

β1x
4 ,− 14

β1
ux

+ 2α1 ln uxð Þ
� �

+
ð
x
u2x

Vdux

� �
,

Θ2 =
−β2u
y

, α2 − 2β2
y

+
ð
α2 + β2uxy + β2 ln uxyð Þ

1 + uxyð Þ2 + x
u2x

Vdux

" #
,

Θ3 =
u
β3

, β
−1
3
y

α3 − y ln yð Þ + y
ð

a − y − uxy
2

1 + uxyð Þ2 + x
u2x

V

 !
dux

 !" #
:

ð68Þ

Clearly, the nontrivial conservation law for each of the
pure flux vectors Θj = ðΦj,ΨjÞ above are given by DxΦ j +
DyΨj = 0, and such low-order conservation laws are infinitely
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many as they are dependent on the arbitrary function V =
Vðx, pÞ, with p = −ð1 + uxyÞ/ux.

5. Concluding Remarks and Future Outlook

The group classification of differential equations has proved
to be a very challenging exercise, even for the simplest types
of differential equations that odes represent, and we have
made a breakthrough in this paper by finding a simple and
systematic way of solving this type of problem, based on
the determination of all possible cases of linearly dependent
indeterminates in the determining equations. This has
allowed us to give a complete classification of the family (1)
of equations in a relatively brief manner. Although the
method has only been discussed in application to the partic-
ular case of Equation (1), it seems, however, quite clear that it
can be extended in a straightforward way to at least any scalar
differential equation, and in fact to any system of odes or
pdes.

It should also be noted that the difficulty with group clas-
sification is not really dependent on the dimension of the
original equation or of the classifying determining equations,
but rather, and with regard in particular to our method, on
the number of indeterminate variables which occur them-
selves as arguments of arbitrary labelling functions. In other
words, the classification problem of (1) would be more
complicated to solve if one instead had for instance F = Fðu,
ux, uyÞ. The full treatment of such cases would give more
insight into the method and hopefully point to ways for
improvements.

Our method of course caters typically for cases where the
arbitrary functions together with their arguments, or the
arbitrary parameters viewed as definite functions of given
arguments can be treated as indeterminate in the polynomial
expression of determining equations. In that case the method
is generally self-sufficient and yields the complete classifica-
tion result. Else it might be used in combination with other
methods.

The proposed method could be used to review some of
the relevant cases of group classification already appearing
in the literature and often cited in this paper, such as those
given in papers [13] to [17] for instance. This will entail in
particular the consideration of families of equations depend-
ing on more than one arbitrary function, each with its own
argument, as well as cases where the classifying equations
consist of a system of several equations. Moreover, the case
of arbitrary labelling functions involving the independent
variables should also be considered. Such an undertaking will
allow not only to confirm the validity of existing classification
results, but also to gain more insight into the method itself.

Calculations done in Section 4 show in particular that
Equation (60) has only a finite number of low-order conser-
vation laws, while (57) and (64) have infinitely many of them.
However, while (57) is known to be up to two other related
cases listed in (59) the only equations of the form (2a) that
are symmetry integrable, nothing is known about the sym-
metry integrability of (64) and in particular about that for
the more general case (3a). The symmetry integrability prop-

erty of a differential equation remains a very active and chal-
lenging domain of research with very limited results, and it
would be interesting to find out if (64) is symmetry integra-
ble, and if so, whether such property also relates to the sym-
metry integrability of the whole family of equations (3a).
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